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1. MyNewGut Project: The role of gut microbes as potential
therapy against diet-related diseases
Alfonso Benítez-Páez, Yolanda Sanz
Microbial Ecology, Nutrition & Health Research Unit, Paterna -Valencia, Spain
abenitez@iata.csic.es

Emerging evidence suggests the microbiome and its genome (microbiome) contributes to regulating
energy balance and brain development and function, thereby determining our risk of developing
diet and behavioural disorders. The MyNewGut project, which receives funding from the European
Union’s 7th FP, will work towards identifying the influence of modifiable lifestyle factors on the
gut microbiome and the specific intestinal bacteria that contribute to and predict these disorders
at critical stages in life. Obesity is one of the major diet-related disorders to be investigated by the
MyNewGut consortium. Obesity is a multifactorial disorder involving lifestyle factors such as diet,
eating habits and physical activity, all set within a socio-cultural environment, as well as
endogenous factors such as genetics/epigenetics and neural, immune and endocrine functions. To
progress in the understanding of the microbiota role within this complex scenario, the MyNewGut
consortium will work to (1) expand knowledge of the contribution of the human microbiome and
specific bacteria to nutrient metabolism and energy balance; (2) identify microbiome-related
features that contribute to or predict obesity and associated disorders and (3) provide proof-ofconcept of the potential of dietary interventions with new foods/ingredients to reduce risk of obesity
and the associated disorders in humans. To do so, we will develop a multidisciplinary research
approach, using functional omics-technologies and systems biology, in well-controlled human
trials. As a result, the MyNewGut project will generate robust scientific knowledge in human
microbiome research, which will help to establish new strategies to ultimately reduce the socioeconomic burden of diet-related disorders in the EU.

2. Host-microbiota interactomics in health and disease –
approaches for characterization and identification of novel
modulators
Sabina Lukovac
Department of Health (Microbiomics), NIZO Food Research, The Netherlands
Sabina.Lukovac@nizo.com

Targeting of the microbiome might be an effective treatment strategy for specific disorders of the
gut, skin or oral niche. The research field continues to investigate the role of the microbial
populations in health and disease. The revolution in OMICS technology has greatly increased our
understanding of the microbiome in health and disease. NIZO has an extensive platform of in silico
and in vitro screening models and methodologies for characterization of microbiota profiles in
sample of skin, gut, oral and vaginal origin. In my seminar, I will illustrate NIZO food research’
pipeline of activities for studying microbiome composition in health and disease, including highthroughput in vitro screening models and novel in vivo sampling technology as examples of our
capacities in contribution to host microbiota research field.

3. Preventive personalized nutrition and human microbiome from
research to practice
Viktoriia Bati, Viktor Petrov, Tamara Meleshko, Olga Levchuk, Nadiya Boyko
Uzhhhorod National University, R&D Centre of Molecular Microbiology and Mucosal
Immunology, Uzhhhorod, Ukraine
Astra-Dia, Medical Laboratory, Uzhhhorod, Ukraine
v.bati@mail.ru, nadiya.boyko@cassovialifesciences.eun

Our recent results of in vitro, in vivo, ex vivo experiments and clinical trials support the vision of
the crucial impact of ethnical foods on the human health and led to developing of the innovative
methodology of personalized nutrition implementation for the prevention of the inflammation and
age related diseases.
Methods. Microbiota of the mucosal sites and isolates from ethnical foods were plated on
chromogenic selected media and identified with rapid API and Lachema tests, and MALDI. Local
immune response to components of ethnical foods: beneficial microorganisms and edible plants
extracts rich on biological active compounds administered orally had been detected on different
mice models using fragment culture technique; their effect on systemic response was investigated
on human DCs derived from peripheral blood monocytes. Secreted cytokines (IL-2, IL-4, IL-8, IL10, IL-12, IL-17, IL-1b, TNF-a) were determined by ELISA. Levels of expression of the NALP3,
NAD1, NAD2, caspase 1 and 5 by DCs after their expose to different microbial and food antigens
were estimated by qRT-PCR.
Results. Microbial strains and food antigens stimulate on Ag-specific manner immune response at
all the investigated mucosal sites. Profiles of cytokines measured locally and systemically in all the
in vitro, ex vivo and in vivo experiments and signaling molecules expressed by human DCs affected
by different stimuli allow us to propose the chronic low-grade inflammation as the key linking
factors of the metabolic and age relevant diseases. In limited cohort studies the complex indicators
of the abovementioned diseases were found via correlation between microbial, biochemical and
immune biomarkers. Healthy products in form of modified ethnical foods were designed and their
ability to effect on gut microbiota, modulate specifically host immune reactions and improve host
lipid metabolism were proved on mice, rats and defined diet clinical intervention study performed
on diabetes type 2 patients.
Conclusion. The strategy of healthy nutrition can be developed and implemented via applying
widely the designed on the evidence based data and in the same time safety delicious ethnical
foods consuming which will prevent the chronic diet and age relevant diseases.

4. Statistical challenges of microbiome data analysis
M.Luz Calle
Dept. of Systems Biology, University of Vic - Central University of Catalonia, Spain
malu.calle@uvic.cat

Understanding human-microbiome relationship and how it can be modulated is a frontier for
preventive medicine and for the medical management of chronic diseases and represents an
opportunity for food and pharma industry.
Although the human microbiome has long been known to influence human health and disease,
until recently, the composition and properties of the human microbiota were largely unknown
because their study was limited to in vitro studies where specific microorganisms were isolated
and cultured. High-throughput DNA sequencing technologies have revolutionized this field by
allowing the study of the genomes of all microorganisms of a given environment. Metagenomics
provides an efficient and cost-effective tool for investigating the members of a microbial community
and how they change. It represents a breakthrough in the study of the link between human
microbiome and our health. Data from metagenomic studies provide valuable information on the
composition and functional properties of microbial communities, but will also be the bases for
elucidating the links between the microbial ecosystems and specific human gene pathways.
Unraveling human-microbiome interactions is challenging since it involves several disciplines from
biomedical to computational fields. From the computational perspective, a large effort has been
done to derive bioinformatic tools for metagenomic data analysis which can be used for taxonomic
assignment, functional annotation or pathway inference. However, most bioinformatic tools for
metagenomics data analysis ignore the compositional nature of the data.
In this talk we will discuss the most important statistical challenges of microbiome data analysis,
in particular, the effects of ignoring the compositional structure of microbiome data. We will show
how to adapt existing statistical approaches, such as, the Kernel logistic regression, to the analysis
of microbiome compositional data.

5. Personalised diet in treatment of patients with diabetes type 2:
results of limited clinical trial
Tamara Meleshko, Viktoriia Bati, Viktor Petrov, Olga Levchuk and Nadiya
Boyko
Research, Developing and Training Centre of Molecular Microbiology and Mucosal
Immunology, Uzhhorod National University, Uzhhorod, Ukraine
“Astra-DIA” Diagnostic Centre, Uzhhorod, Ukraine
meleshkotv@ukr.net

Aim of this study was to formulate the personalised diet using of developed by us algorithm and
test its efficacy in limited clinical trial for the treatment of patients of diabetes type 2 (DT2).
Methods. DT2 patients were recruited from regional hospital and were randomly assigned for 2
weeks of personalised diet (n=14) and for regular nutrition (n=16). Anti-diabetes medication had
been taken as prescribed. Eligibility requirements and enrolment procedures was performed in
accordance to the Regulation EU No 536/2014. Saliva and gut microbiota (SGM) profiles were
measured by qRT-PCR. 33 blood indices: formula (Mythic 22 Orphee S.A., Switzerland), ESR
(Westergren method), haemoglobin (calorimetrically) and relevant to DT2 biomarkers were
assayed (Cobas c 311, Roche/Hitachi, Switzerland). Diet was formulated on ethnical products
(BaSeFood project) for each patient separately based on detected parameters and applied
algorithm.
Results. Trends to normalisation of glucose level (lowering as min for 5 mM/l, from 10-14 to 5-7
mM/l in average) and statistically important decreasing of VLDL (13.82 ± 11.52), triglycerides
(20.35 ± 12.35), HbA1c (3.28 ± 1.92), uric acid (11.28 ± 5.12) and creatinine (11.11 ±
2.56) had been detected in patients that consumed their personalised diets. Circumference of
waists and hips were decreased for 2.62 ± 0.45 and 3.85 ± 0.83 correspondingly along with
losing weight (4.2 ± 0.69). Implementation of diet led to the normalization of the majority of SGM
representatives including beneficial anaerobes. Increasing number of Lactobacillus casei, but not
L. acidophilus was accompanied by reduced levels of glycosylated haemoglobin. Reduction of
cholesterol and triglycerides in the blood of patients had been correlated with the decreased
amount of Enterococcus faecalis, but not E. faecium in gut microbiota content. Strong correlation
of induced changes in saliva and gut microbiota was observed. We were able to define the
indication ratio for majority of the microbiota players in their relation with patients’ immune and
biochemical indices.

Conclusion. Using of algorithm for formulation of personalised diets for patients with DT2
demonstrated the clinical efficacy of it implementation. The similar approach could be
potentially applied for prevention and treatment of other chronic diseases initiated by
inflammation.

6. The use of a validated in vitro model of the colon to study the
importance of the gut microbiota in health and disease
Koen Venema
Top Institute Food & Nutrition [TIFN], Wageningen, the Netherlands
Maastricht University – campus Venl, Venlo, The Netherlands
koen.venema@outlook.com , k.venema@maastrichtuniveristy.nl

This contribution focuses on recent advances in technology to study fermentation of substrates by
the gut microbiota in the large intestine. This has been studied mechanistically by us using
sophisticated dynamic in vitro models of the gastrointestinal tract, nick-named TIM.
The first part of the presentation will describe these models and their validation. Some examples
of validation studies will be shown to convince the audience of the predictive nature of these
systems for man and animals.
The second part will focus on fermentation studies with (potential) prebiotics. Molecular DNA
technologies allow for a comprehensive and integrated approach to assessing the structure
(composition) of gut microbial communities. Novel molecular tools to identify members of the
microbiota that ferment these substrates are highlighted, including the use of stable-isotope (13C)
labeled substrates to be able to trace exactly what happens with the prebiotics. The combined use
of these novel technologies allows for the detailed pipeline from prebiotic substrate to
microorganism(s) involved in fermentation of that substrate and the microbial metabolites that are
produced by these microorganisms. Moreover, they highlight the role of the microbiota in several
diseases and disorders such as obesity.
We have also studied the kinetics of degradation of several carbohydrates in the large intestine
and analyzed the intermediate products produced. Both the original compound and the
intermediates were also studied for their interaction with the host and the induction of health
effects.
Increasingly considered important is the activity of the gut microbiota, in terms of metabolites that
are produced. The most important ones are the so-called short-chain fatty acids, which are
considered health-promoting, but also seem to play a role in obesity, due to their energy content.
My contribution at the Microbiota Incognita will exemplify some of the results obtained with the
combined novel technologies developed and will give an outlook towards the use in clinical trials.
The multidisciplinary research, from microbiology to gastroenterology and even nanotechnology,
has greatly advanced our understanding of the importance of the role of the microbiota in health
and disease, and starts to shed light on what has been considered to be a black box so far, due to
the inaccessibility of the intestines.

7. Microbiota as the mediator of immune priming in insects
Momir Futo and Joachim Kurtz
Institute for Evolution and Biodiversity, University of Münster, Germany
momir.futo@uni-muenster.de

Recent evidence indicates that invertebrates are capable of an unexpected degree of immune
memory, i.e. the immune priming. However, the underpinnings of this phenomenon are still largely
unknown and the mechanisms may differ from case to case. As microbiota has been suggested to
shape immunological responses of various hosts, the main aim of this study was to elucidate the
mechanisms behind the already observed phenomenon of oral priming. Our hypothesis was that
the eradication of commensal bacteria from insect larvae might lead to loss of the priming effect.
As a model we used a well-established host-parasite system, the red flour beetle Tribolium
castaneum infected with its natural entomopathogen Bacillus thuringiensis. Our results confirmed
our hypothesis and undoubtedly proved the essential role gut microbes play in the oral immune
priming in T. castaneum, although the molecular and mechanistic underpinnings behind this
phenomenon need further research. Additionally, we showed that the oral priming itself comes
with a certain level of specificity in our model. Our results represent a significant contribution to
the growing body of knowledge on the topic of insect immunity and immune memory through the
aspect of insect microbiota.

8.

Host-gut microbiota interactions in metabolic syndrome: a
step closer to integrative approach
Jan Homolak

Neurology, Clinical Pharmacology, Sports Medicine, University of Zagreb, Croatia
homolakjan@gmail.com

Trillions of bacteria that colonize human gut complement our genome with microbial genes that
outnumber ours more than 100-fold. Although the importance of gut microbiota in health and
disease which is a direct consequence of biological mutualism has been known for more than 100
years, development of new methods and approaches are now driving rapidly increasing trend of
microbiota research because of its potential use in many medical fields. Metabolic syndrome, one
of the greatest medical challenges of the 21 century is not an exception. Large body of evidence
suggests that gut microbiota plays an important role in extraction of energy and storage in adipose
tissue through mechanisms such as increased production of short chain fatty acids, increasing
lipoprotein lipase activity and activation of lipogenic transcription factors. Moreover, research
driven by the finding that germ-free mice are protected from diet-induced obesity and have different
metabolic activity pattern highlights the importance of gut microbiota in modulation of host
metabolism. Microbiota can also induce glucose intolerance by promoting low-grade systemic
inflammation, an effect that can be reversed in obese animals with antibiotic treatment. In
addition, microbiota is involved in etiopathogenesis of metabolic syndrome through modulation of
gut-brain axis, regulation of bile acid metabolism, expression of orexigenic and anorexigenic
hormones and modification of endocannabinoid system.
Identification of microbiota as an important regulator of many physiological pathways demands
reevaluation of already extremely complex human physiology in order to exploit new knowledge in
both disease prevention and treatment as well as achieving a personalized integrative medical
approach that will be able to cope with dynamic concurrent alterations of various systems to
achieve optimal health.

9. Psychobiotics
Karlo Toljan
Student Society for Neuroscience , School of Medicine, University of Zagreb, Croatia
karlo.toljan@yahoo.com

The term ‘psychobiotics’ encompasses the part of the microbiome that has a beneficial effect on
mental health and development of the nervous system. Our central nervous system is bound to our
microbiome by interacting via the brain-gut axis. Three components are key factors in these
connections: the microbiome, enteric nervous system and the brain. Mental health has become a
priority in the 21st century, also known as the ‘century of the mind’. Disorders such as
schizophrenia, depression, Alzheimer disease and autistic spectrum disorder are investigated in a
completely novel light after the discovery of the importance of the microbiome for an individual’s
health, but also behavior. The large microbiome outnumbers human cells in a scale of ten to one
and represents a giant pool of genetic and metabolic products that interact with its host. The
presence of microbiome at the beginning of an individual’s life, even before the actual process of
birth, clearly demonstrates how the microbial diversity or uniformity and microbial balance or
imbalance can have a profound effect on a process such as neurodevelopment. The enteric nervous
system, also known as the ‘second-brain’, houses and constantly interacts with the microbiome,
however it is also an enormous source for generating neurotransmitters such as dopamine and
serotonin, where the majority of their daily pool is produced. The implications of establishing a
favorable microbial milieu and balancing it with a healthy gut should prove vital in creating
foundations for vigorous brain functioning, i.e. mental health. There are well known links of
psychiatric and gastrointestinal symptoms in an affected individual, it’s just a matter of perspective
now how to tackle this entanglement methodologically. Be it ‘top-down’ from a neuroscientific
brain-centered view or via a ‘bottom-up’ gastrointestinal-microbial view, in the end a bidirectional
pathway must be taken into account and a holistic approach set in order to understand this
ecological community that exists in each and every one of us.

10. Antibiotic resistome: a dynamic interplay between the
environment and human microbiome
Gordana Maravić Vlahoviček
Department of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology, Faculty of Pharmacy and
Biochemistry, University of Zagreb, Zagreb, Croatia.
gmaravic@pharma.hr

Bacteria are unicellular organisms living in large multispecies communities in the environment, as
symbionts or pathogens of multicellular organisms and as particularly abundant inhabitants of a
human body. Environmental bacterial cells produce antibiotics that have been recognized as a
potent tool to eradicate infectious diseases caused by pathogenic bacteria in humans and animals.
Antibiotics have been in everyday use as weapons in the last seven decades, which has
dramatically improved the quality of life and the lifespan of the average citizen. Unfortunately,
widespread and often improper use of antibiotics has also caused rapid emergence and spreading
of antibiotic resistance determinants, so today we are facing the antibiotic resistance as one of the
top problems of public health. Keeping the pace with bacteria continues to be an immense
challenge, both for the scientists that study mechanisms of antibiotic action and resistance and
for pharmaceutical industry that uses these findings to create new antibiotics or to restore the
potency of the old ones. All these efforts must, however, take into consideration the wealth of
recent data that present bacteria in a different light - as social organisms that extensively
communicate with each other and their hosts via numerous chemical signals. Furthermore, it is
most intriguing that antibiotics at very low concentrations trigger the bacterial signaling response,
thus revealing their so far neglected function they have in nature as signal molecules.

11. Generation of potential drugs in silico
Daslav Hranueli, Antonio Starcevic, Jurica Zucko, Janko Diminic
Faculty of Food Technology and biotechnology, University of Zagreb, Croatia
dhranueli@gmail.com

It is well known that more than 50% of clinically useful drugs have - as their biologically active
principles - polyketide and non-ribosomaly synthesized peptide substances such as known
polyketide and peptide antibiotics erythromycin and penicillin. In addition to antibiotics,
fungicides, anti-viral substances and cytostatic, polyketide and peptide immunosuppressants,
antihypertensives, antidiabetics, antimalarials and anti-cholesterolemics are in clinical use. To
them antiparasitics, coccidiostatics, promotors of animal growth and natural insecticide that are
used in veterinary medicine and agriculture should be added. Therefore, polyketides and peptides
were very important during the discovery of today’s drugs and will be even more important for the
discovery of drugs in the future. These natural substances – such as complex polyketides – like
macrolides, ansamycines, polyenes and polyether’s are – despite of their structural diversities - all
synthesised via biosynthetic pathways similar to the fatty acids synthesis. Non-ribosomally
synthetized peptides, such as penicillin, are synthetihesized in a similar way. The only difference
is that they are as building blocks – instead of organic acids residues – using residues of almost
400 different amino acids. The major question is whether there are alternative strategies for the
exploration of chemical potential of these natural products. Natural products mentioned above are
present in bacterial genomes and metagenomes. This genomes and metagenomes now require
bioinformatical tools for scanning and searching of gene clusters containing genetical information
for totally unknown chemical entities that might become future drugs. This bioinformatical tools
will be described in detail.

12. What defines a bacteriocin's inhibitory spectrum?
Dzung Diep, Kirill Ovchinnikov
Department of Chemistry, Biotechnology and Food Science, Ås, Norway
dzung.diep@nmbu.no

Bacteriocins are antimicrobial peptides widely produced in the bacterial world. They are numerous
and very diverse, especially in terms of composition, structure and mode of action. Most of them
have quite narrow inhibition spectra, with activity mostly directed to species or genera closely
related to the producers. But some has also broad inhibitory spectrum. Many bacteriocins target
important pathogens such as Listeria, Bacillus, Enterococcus, Staphylococcus, etc. and these
hence possess a great potential in diverse antimicrobial applications, ranging from food
preservation, probiotics to medical treatments. One of the fundamental aspects in bacteriocin
research is to define the nature that dictates their inhibitory spectra as knowledge from this field
is very crucial to develop bacteriocins into useful and safe applications. Some important progresses
in this field have been made in recent years. I will discuss about the different successful strategies
and important findings, including the identification of bacteriocin receptors and the nature behind
a bacteriocin's specificity.

13. Horizontal gene transfer in a cnidarian-microbiome symbiosis
Paul F Long and Ranko Gacesa
Faculty of Life Sciences & Medicine, King’s College London, UK
paul.long@kcl.ac.uk

A widely held contention amongst contemporary venom scientists is that venom innovation is
driven by convergent evolution of non-toxin encoding genes that undergo gene duplication and
mutation giving rise to toxic functions. Here we depart from conventional thinking and present
evidence for horizontal gene transfer during cnidarian-microbiome symbiosis with subsequent
possible divergent recruitment of toxin encoding genes into higher venomous animals. Open
access custom bioinformatics programs, machine learning tools and a database for toxin
annotation, curation and easy-to-use homology based searching will also be described.

14. Human Dendritic Cells Model in Testing of the Effect of
Edible Plants’ Extracts
Kšonžeková P., Levchuk, O., Petrov, V., Tkáčiková, L., Mudronova, D. and
Boyko, N.
University of Veterinary Medicine and Pharmacy, Košice, Slovakia
Uzhhorod National University, Uzhhorod, Ukraine
petrovviktor.uzh@gmail.com

Human dendritic cells derived from monocytes (moDCs) were exposed to extracts of Nettle, Dill,
Kale, Persimmon, Pomegranate, and Sideritis at a concentration 2 mg/ml for 6 and 24 h.
Plant extracts are inducing a shift in expression of CD1a and CD80 molecules of naïve matured,
activated and test extract exposed moDCs in a time-dependent and plant-specific manner. Nettle
significantly effects expression of pro-inflammatory CD1a+ and the total amount of CD1a+CD80+
(p< 0.01) compared to control. Dill and Kale demonstrated similar but smaller influence, while
Sideritis is statistically lowering the expression of CD1a+ in 6 but not in 24 h incubations. Dill (6
and 24 h) and Nettle (6 h) induced IFN- secretion. IL-4 production of exposed moDCs was
initiated by Nettle (6 and 24h) and Kale (6 h), a less significant but more stable effect is induced
by Sideritis, while Pomegranate is not affecting IL-4. TNF-α dramatically increased after DCs
exposure to Kale, Dill and Nettle (6 h) while the level induced by Persimmon and Pomegranate
was less increased but detectable in 24h incubations. IL-10, IL-12, IL-17 and IL-1b were not
changed compared to the control.
Acknowledgements. Research funded by FP7 EU project BaSeFood, grant agreement n. 227118.

15. Preventing Vaginal Infections with the Live Biotherapeutic
Product Gynophilus
Nivoliez Adrien, Dausset Caroline, Thoral Claudia, Forestier Christiane,
Bornes Stéphanie, Veisseire Philippe
BIOSE, R&D - Business Development, Aurillac, France
a.nivoliez@biose.com

Live Biotherapeutic Products Gynophilus®, formulated with the strain Lactobacillus rhamnosus
Lcr35®, has been specifically developed for preventing vaginal infection. In vitro studies showed
that the industrial formulation Gynophilus® potentiated the inhibition properties of the Live
Biotherapeutic Microorganism Lactobacillus rhamnosus Lcr35® strain against human vaginal
pathogens and especially against Candida albicans. The activities and the efficacies of the product
are validated by many clinical data. This talk introduces with in vitro and human clinical results,
the importance to develop and characterize specific Live Biotherapeutic Product to better exploit
vaginal therapeutic applications.

16. A role of proteomics technologies in biomarker analyses
Sandra Kraljević Pavelić
University of Rijeka, Department of Biotechnology, Centre for high -throughput
technologies, Rijeka, Croatia
sandrakp@biotech.uniri.hr

Omics technologies gained importance in the field of biomarker analysis due to technological
advancements of instrumentation and development of bioinfomatics tools. In particular, mass
spectrometry (MS)-based proteomics protocols were established for molecular profiling of complex
matrices such as for example biological samples. The main challenge in such experimental setups remains the extreme complexity of biological samples and different sample preparation
approaches are continuously developed to overcome this issue. Indeed, the sample preparation
step and choice of adequate technological platform is crucial for successful implementation of –
omics methods in a variety of applications. For example, mass-spectrometry based methods for
biomarker analysis in biomedicine might be used in elucidation of pathways underlying
pathogenesis, early diagnostics, improved prognosis and monitoring or prediction of therapeutic
outcomes. Similarly, adapted analytical protocols may be also used in the field of food analysis
and nutritional sciences.

17. Nutrimetabonomics to understand host-pathogen response to
antibiotic treatment
Caroline I. LeRoy, Martin J. Woodward1, Roberto M. La Ragione, Sandrine
P. Claus
Department of Food & Nutritional Sciences, The University of Reading, Whiteknights
campus, Reading RG6 6AP, UK
Faculty of Health and Medical Sciences, School of Veterinary Medicine, The University of
Surrey, Guilford, Surrey GU2 7AL, UK
s.p.claus@reading.ac.uk

The gut microbiota is now recognized as a fundamental partner for maintaining the host’s health
status. Normally, the host-microbiota symbiosis results in a healthy metabolic phenotype.
However, as the environment changes, our metabolism adapts to maintain homeostasis within an
optimal metabolic space, and so do our microbiota. So how does this interplay result in an optimal
metabolic state? And how can this be measured? Nutrimetabonomics is a useful tool to assess the
metabolic state of the host in response to environmental perturbations. The studies presented here
will illustrate how nutrimetabonomics can be used to gain an understanding of the metabolic
disruptions triggered by Brachyspira pilosicoli-infection in poultry. We will discuss how a better
knowledge of the host metabolic response to a pathogen and antibiotic treatment can aid in the
design of new therapeutic alternatives to antibiotics.

18. Translational Optimisation through Codon Usage in Microbial
Communities
Kristian Vlahovicek and Maja Fabijanic
Bioinformatics group, Department of Molecular Biology, Division of Biology, Faculty of
Science, University of Zagreb, Croatia
kristian@bioinfo.hr

Metagenomics projects use next generation sequencing to unravel genetic potential in microbial
communities from a wealth of environmental niches, including those associated with human body
and relevant to human health. In order to understand large datasets collected in metagenomics
surveys and interpret them in context of how a community metabolism as a whole adapts and
interacts with the environment, it is necessary to extend beyond the conventional approaches of
decomposing metagenomes into microbial species’ constituents and performing analysis on
separate components. By applying concepts of translational optimisation through codon usage
adaptation on entire metagenomic datasets, we demonstrate that a bias in codon usage present
throughout the entire microbial community can be used as a powerful analytical tool to predict for
community lifestyle-specific metabolism.

19. The demands for current healthy food or how to put together
omics, wellbeing and taste
Bati Viktoria, Viktor Petrov, Olga Levchuk, Tamara Maleshko, Roman
Rukavchuk, Volodymyr Drobnych, Nadiya Boyko
R&D Centre of Molecular Microbiology and Mucosal Immunology,
Uzhhorod National University, Ukraine
v.bati@mail.ru

Launched human genome and microbiome era, epigenetic factors and food is the first among of
them, its influence on human health are needed to be estimated and exploited.
New trends in food sector require to define the modern food as safe and tasty products,
preferentially of organic origin with balanced biologically-active and nutrient components and
healthy impact on human body appropriately proved.
Accurate tools in food chemistry are available, while adequate methodology for investigation of
food’ effect on human health are still missing. New approaches like M-SHIME models to test
influence of different food components on gut microbiome are promising, but their exploitation are
rare used and hardly interpreted. The effect on different lines of human cells not always provide
the applicable in practice results since here also personalization is required.
Personalization is important for the clinical and cohort studies, early diagnostic of food relevant
diseases and their comorbidities. Only in this case recommendations for age-group-specific and
patient-centered’ stratification and followed successful diseases prevention and treatment could be
effectively applied.
We are working on relevant topics during the last 20 years. Based on the results of our experiments,
obtained by using in vitro cells and fragment culture techniques, germ free, knock-out,
reconstituted, conventional, and linear mice models, other animal models for chronic and acute in
vivo experiments as well as data of clinical and limited diet studies we were able to develop few
practical solutions mainly how to move into personalized nutrition in health and diseases by more
logical way, how to change / to improve diagnostic approaches, how to design the healthy food,
how to prove its beneficial influence on human health.
To implement this strategy regionally and globally we oriented on updated education programs
and software for multidisciplinary approaches.

20. Personalized medicine
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Personalized medicine is medicinal model emphasizing the systematic use of information about
an individual patient to select or optimize that patient's preventative and therapeutic care.
Personalized medicine can broadly be defined as products and services that leverage the science
of genomics and proteomics (directly or indirectly) and capitalize on the trends toward wellness
and consumerism to enable tailored approaches to prevention and care. Why do we need
personalized medicine? Mainly because of the profound gaps in knowledge about disease causes,
biological markers, their presence or stage, and factors that influence the effectiveness of possible
remedies. In order to facilitate the implementation of personalized medicine into healthcare and
thereby fully benefit at the societal level from the potential significant contributions made by this
novel area to modern medicine, integration needs to be well prepared and based on thorough
strategic analysis. An important goal in personalized medicine involves identifying the traits that
a cell actually exhibits in terms of quantifiable alterations in the expression of molecules such as
proteins, different RNA forms, carbohydrates, lipids and other metabolites. While two people might
have identical gene sequences at a particular point on their genome, the way that their individual
DNA is packaged into chromatin at that point can have a profound effect on the activation of that
gene and as a consequence its involvement in a pathophysiological pathway that leads to disease.
The challenges ahead are significant, and it is becoming clear that regulatory systems operate in
a far more complex ways than we might have previously thought. Nevertheless, new highthroughput technologies implemented into medicine could lead to innovative therapies, limit
adverse effects of treatments, increase the quality of clinical care, create an optimal fit between a
patient and a treatment, and decrease the costs of healthcare. Because good medicine is based in
good science, personalized medicine is inquiry-driven and open to new models of care. Alongside
the concept of treatment, the broader concepts of health promotion and the prevention of illness
are paramount. Care is individualized to best address the person’s unique conditions, needs and
circumstances. What are the disciplinary considerations for personalized medicine? Although the
concept of personalized medicine is simple, it will ultimately involve a radical change in the way
we approach health and wellbeing of individual citizens. We will face the challenge of
interdisciplinary. The challenge for personalized medicine is how to achieve cross-disciplinary
consensus that allows specific challenges to be addressed in each context, be it regional,
organisational, or disciplinary. Healthcare is on the brink of a revolution by dramatic advances in
biomedical research. The medicine of the future will be personalized and preventive which could
result in better health and more cost-effective healthcare.
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Mathematical analysis and statistical inference from whole genome studies in principle is ill
condition problem and statistically ambiguous. It is due to high dimensionality of search space
(variables) usually referred as “n<<p” problem, where n is number of observations (samples) and
p is the number of parameters (genes). Usually n is in range 10-100 while p commonly range is
1000-10 000. In this work is proposed use of regularized boosted decision tree forest for
elucidation of important variables (genes) and more importantly, gene interaction i.e. level of
synergism across whole genome. Statistical inference is based on variance decomposition into
individual factors and conditional variance for factor interaction. The high dimensionality of the
factor space is reduced by tracking the model output along Lissajous curve followed by Fourier
analysis.
The proposed methodology here is applied to genomic data set from yeast Saccharomyces
cerevisiae metabolism study1. The study investigates effect of growth rate on expression of 5538
genes under nutritional stresses by limitations of 36 steady-state continuous cultures limited by
one of six different nutrients (glucose, ammonium, sulfate, phosphate, uracil, and leucine). The
stress test were performed in steady state chemostat conditions in the dilution rate from 0.005 to
0.3 h-1 , thus eliminating time transient interactions, essential for defined environment amenable
to genome-scale analyses. Observed is striking difference in gene expression profiles between
growth limitation by ammonium, sulfate, or phosphate. For example, from the proposed model,
under glucose limitations the most important factor with positive effects are: MOB2 protein amino
acid phosphorylation protein kinase activator activity, RPL22B, protein biosynthesis structural
constituent of ribosome, RPL22B protein biosynthesis structural constituent of ribosome; while
the most important supprestion is for APM2 vesicle-mediated transport clathrin binding, RNA
elongation from RNA polymerase, and CIT3 tricarboxylic acid cycle citrate (Si)-synthase activity .

22. Machine learning for differentiation between toxic and
physiological proteins
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Animal venoms comprise variety of toxic peptides and proteins, many of which are sequence-wise
very similar to proteins with non-toxic function. Correct assignment of function to similar proteins
is a challenging task for bioinformatics, and current lack of consensus in best practices for toxin
annotation leads to major discrepancies in describing toxins of previously unstudied venomous
animals.
Here we present ‘ToxClassifier’, a machine learning based tool for identification and semiautomatic functional annotation of animal toxins. In addition to discriminating between toxic and
toxin-like physiological proteins, ‘ToxClassifier’ identifies closest toxic and non-toxic sequences,
allowing placement of a toxin into appropriate toxin family. Compared to other currently available
software and generally used annotation methods, ‘ToxClassifier’ combines very high precision, user
friendly interface and consistent annotation framework.

23. From raw data to user friendly reports; bioinformatics of 16s
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Ideally, a bioinformatics setup for genomic research would enable for automatically generated user
friendly reports from the output (raw data) of instruments like Illumina MiSeq. Therefore, paving
the way for easier extraction of meaningful knowledge from the bacterial DNA sequence. In this
talk, the speaker will present his experience on designing a system to take users from raw 16s
sequencing data to high quality graphics and statistics. Including, among others, demultiplexing
and quality filtering, OTU picking, taxonomic assignment, phylogenetic reconstruction, and
diversity analyses and visualizations implemented in a set of different programming languages and
software platforms.

Application of fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH)
for monitoring sea bathing water pollution with pathogenic
bacteria.
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Recent years have witnessed a significant development of the methods applied in
molecular biology, which allows to effectively identify potentially pathogenic bacteria.
Especially, the method of fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) which enables the
examination of the taxonomic diversity of bacteria inhabiting different environments.
Among these environments whose bacterial population has not been fully known are sandy
sea beach ecotones.
Bacterial contamination of coastal seawaters and sand of beaches, has become a potential
global problem limiting their recreational functions for millions of domestic and foreign
tourists. The major sources of coastal water and beach sand bacterial pollution are sewage
effluents, rivers, agricultural runoff, urban runoff, land wash-off after heavy rainfall events,
bird droppings and recreational users. Together with fecal bacteria, also potentially
pathogenic bacteria, which normal habitat is not the marine environment, are introduced
to seawaters and sand of beaches. The accumulation of pathogenic bacteria in recreational
seawater and beach sand poses a hazard to bathers in whom an infective dose of pathogen
colonises a suitable growth site in the body and leads to a disease. Recreational activities
on sandy beach contaminated with bacterial pathogens may cause skin, eye, ear, or nose
infection, gastroenteritis, hepatitis, respiratory diseases, occurrence of dermatitis and
mycosis. Beach quality assessment standards are typically based on the numbers of fecal
indicator bacteria such as total coliforms, fecal coliforms and enterococci but it has been
recognised that levels of many pathogenic bacteria present in polluted seawater and beach
sand are not necessarily correlated to fecal indicator bacteria levels. However, studies on
the presence of pathogenic bacteria in sand of marine beaches are limited. Therefore the
aim of this study was to examine the occurrence and distribution of potentially pathogenic
bacteria in sand of recreational marine beach located at the southern Baltic Sea.
The sand cores for microbiological analysis were collected for one year, on a quarterly
basis. The samples were taken within two beach transects (profiles). The first one was
located in the harbor area where the beach is heavily used for recreational purposes,
whereas the second one - in the region which is rarely visited by tourists. The sand cores
were collected for testing using a tube shovel bucket.
In order to determine the number of selected groups of psammon, the method of
fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) was applied, using oligonucleotide probes
fluorescently labeled with Cy3. The study used 5 hybridization probes enabling the

identification of the following taxonomic groups: Pseudomonas, Marine alpha-cluster,
Cytophaga-Flavobacterium, Vibrio and Gammaproteobacteria. The observations were
conducted under an epifluorescence microscope.
The results obtained within the course of the research show that the generic composition
of both bacterial populations inhabiting the two beach profiles was different. The harbor
area was dominated by microorganisms belonging to the genera CytophagaFlavobacterium and Gammaproteobacteria, while in the beach area (not used for
recreational purposes) both of these taxa were clearly smaller, with bacteria from the genus
Vibrio as dominant. The number of bacteria from the genus Marine alpha-cluster was
comparable at both transects, whereas bacteria from the genus Pseudomonas on both
beaches were the least numerous. In addition, significant differences were identified as for
the distribution of individual taxa of bacteria in the horizontal beach profiles. The greatest
number of bacteria from the genera Pseudomonas, Marine alpha-clusteri and
Gammaproteobacteria was found in positions under the water or along the shoreline, while
Vibrio and Cytophaga-Flavobacterium - near the dune.

S-layer-expressing Lactobacillus strains in competitive
exclusion of pathogens
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Pavunc, Katarina Zorić, Jagoda Šušković, Blaženka Kos
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Competition of commensal and probiotic bacteria with pathogens for colonization of colon is one
of the protective mechanisms of human gastrointestinal tract. To be able to successfully compete
with pathogens for binding sites, probiotic bacteria must have advanced adhesion properties. Since
in our previous work we have shown that specific surface proteins, named S-layer proteins, have
important role in adhesion of bacterial cells, in this study, we examined the ability of five S-layerexpressing Lactobacillus strains to inhibit the adhesion of Salmonella enterica serovar
Typhimurim FP1 and Escherichia coli 3014 to human colon adenocarcinoma Caco-2 cells. Two
types of experiments were done: preincubation (lactobacilli were incubated with Caco-2 cells first,
after which potentially pathogenic bacteria were added) and coincubation (both bacteria were
added to Caco-2 cells simultaneously). The number of adherred potentially pathogenic bacteria
decreased in lesser extent in coincubation experiment than in the case of preincubation of

Lactobacillus strains, when they were given advantage in creating interaction with Caco2 cells. It is also important to emphasise that all of the five Lactobacillus strains showed
antimicrobial activity against both of the potentially pathogenic strains, which is aditional
mechanism of prevention of pathogen colonisation in human gastrointestinal tract.

Improving growth and survival of Lactobacillus amylovorus
Bojan Žunar, Marina Svetec Miklenić, Anamarija Štafa, Božidar Šantek ,
Ivan-Krešimir Svetec
Department of Biochemical Engineering, Faculty of Food Technology and Biotechnology,
University of Zagreb, Zagreb, Croatia

bzunar@pbf.hr

With over 200 species and subspecies, lactobacilli constitute a diverse, ubiquitous and industrially
relevant genus of lactic acid bacteria. They encompass species that dominate traditional and
modern bioprocesses as well as probiotic strains that benefit human health. Although the genus
boasts great phenotypic diversity, its members are commonly grown on the same de Man-RogosaSharp (MRS) medium. This complex ten-ingredient medium was originally devised to support the
rich growth of both easy- and difficult-to-grow lactobacilli. As such, it compromises between the
needs of diverse isolates. We reasoned that MRS could be modified to support even better growth
of only a few closely related species. Following this logic, we developed a five-ingredient simplified
MRS (sMRS) medium for the growth of Lactobacillus amylovorus, a recently recognized probiotic
species within the Lb. acidophilus group. In the newly developed medium, Lb. amylovorus and
related species grow to a higher cell density and survive longer. Moreover, the addition of the pH
indicators to the solid sMRS tracks acidification at the level of single colony which allows highthroughput screening of isolates. As such, sMRS is less complex and more economical
microbiological medium useful in both laboratory and industrial cultivation of the Lb. acidophilus
group.

Methodology challenges in studying human gut microbiota
Marina Panek, Mihaela Perić, Anja Barešić, Hana Čipčić Paljetak, Mario
Matijašić, Darija Vranešić Bender, Ana Kunović, Željko Krznarić, Donatella
Verbanac
University of Zagreb School of Medicine, Zagreb, Croatia
Imperial College London, London, UK
University Hospital Centre, Zagreb,Croatia
marina.panek@mef.hr

The human gut contains dense and diverse microbial communities which have deep influence on
human health. In order to understand complex features of these communities, it is necessary to
obtain high quality microbial nucleic acids out of human faecal samples. Methodologies for
collection and storage of human faecal samples, as well as DNA extraction, finally determine the
quality of isolated DNA. These methodologies and procedures are crucial steps in obtaining
representative models of bacterial community structure after DNA sequencing. High-throughput
sequencing of the taxonomically informative 16S rRNA gene provides a powerful approach for
exploring microbial diversity. In this study we compared two different approaches for faeces
collection and storage, three commercially available DNA extraction kits (MP Biomedicals, Qiagen
and MoBio) and Ion Torrent Personal Genome Machine (PGM) sequencing platform for bacterial
community profiling by 16S rRNA amplicon sequencing. Faeces from 4 healthy human donors
were collected fresh and in OMNIgene.GUT system, and then stored for 14 days at -20°C and at
room temperature, respectively. OMNIgene.GUT was proven as convenient and reliable faecal
collection, transport and storage system for human faecal microbiota analyses. Although
OMNIgene.GUT faeces collection system slightly decreased the richness of detected bacteria, the
change was not statistically significant. DNA yield and quality varied between DNA extraction kits
in the order MP>QIAGEN>MoBio. The results of bacterial community profiling performed on the
human-derived microbiological specimens were generally in good agreement for all extraction kits.
Donor-specific bacterial diversity was maintained irrespective of the collection, storage or
extraction.

Effect of gliadin fractions on growth of probiotic bacteria
genus Lactobacillus in vitro
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The composition of the human microbiome significantly influences the human health. It has been
shown that imbalance between good (useful) and harmful bacteria is common in people who are
suffering from food allergies. For that reason, use of probiotic supplements is increasing and they
are broadly used not only to maintain the normal flora of the gastrointestinal system, but also as
biotherapeutics in prevention and treatment of different gastrointestinal disorders. Incomplete
digestion of gliadin in the gastrointestinal tract leads to formation of toxic peptides which can cause
immune response in individuals. However, studies have shown that administration of probiotic
supplements may prevent or mitigate adverse effects of these peptides. Among probiotic
supplements, ones containing probiotic bacteria of genus Lactobacillus are standing out a potential
therapy. This study shows effects of gliadin on proliferation of seven Lactobacillus strains, in vitro,
studying two parameters - the growth rate and the lag phase Lactobacillus strains were treated
with gliadin disolved in solution of 70% ethanol in 50 mM Tris/HCl and with gliadin disolved in
solution of 2% sodium chloride. Results show that gliadin in solution of 70% ethanol in 50 mM
Tris/HCl induced proliferation of tested bacteria (L. helveticus XA/2, L. plantarum II/5, L.
rhamnosus GG and L. paracasei spp. paracasei 1753) or it had no significant effect on growth of
other tested bacteria (L. acidophilus 145, L. casei VIIB/6, L. paracasei VIIB5). Results of the
experiment with gliadin dissolved in 2% sodium chloride show that gliadin stimulated proliferation
of L. helveticus XA/2 and L. plantarum II/5, but didn't have a significant effect on growth of other
tested bacteria (L. acidophilus 145, L. rhamnosus GG, L. casei VIIB/6, L. paracasei VIIB5, L.
paracasei spp. paracasei 1753). The growth rate of L. helveticus XA/2 and L. plantarum IIA/5
was higher with increasing concentration of gliadin in solution of 2% NaCl, but the lag fase was
also longer because the bacteria needed more time to adjust to new conditions.
Key words: gliadin, disorders of the gastrointestinal tract, Lactobacillus, proliferation.
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Most of the vectors constructed so far for the surface display of recombinant proteins in the yeast
have been created with ubiquitous plasmids. We have constructed three new plasmids for the
surface display of heterologous proteins in the yeast S. cerevisiae that would enable easy insertion
of the gene of interest into a prearranged genetic cassette consisting of a strong and regulated host
promoter, signal sequence for directing the protein into the secretory pathway, anchoring domain
of native cell wall proteins for C- or N-terminal immobilisation, and genetic tags for easy detection
of the recombinant protein. YEp351Pir4 plasmid was constructed for the N-terminal
immobilisation of the heterologous proteins, containing PIR4 under a GAL1 promoter followed by
the spacer region (a stretch of eight serine residues), region consisting of several restriction sites
and finally by the -6xHis and -HA tags. Plasmids pRS425Ccw12 and pRS425Ccw12_2 were
prepared for C-terminal immobilisation of heterologous proteins. The pRS425Ccw12 plasmid
contains GAL1 promoter followed by the part of CCW12 coding for the signal sequence, the -HA
tag, restriction sites for the insertion of the gene of interest, the part of the CCW12 coding for the
C-terminal part of Ccw12 containing the GPI anchoring signal and the downstream genetic
elements of the CCW12. In the pRS425Ccw12_2 plasmid the -HA tag is placed after the
heterologous gene insertion site, followed by the GPI anchoring signal and the downstream genetic
elements of the CCW12. The gene GRE3 coding for xylose reductase was inserted into the
plasmids described above using suitable restriction sites. Finally, the localization, abundance and
the activity of the surface displayed xylose reductase were checked by Western blot method and
spectrophotometric assay and the results obtained were compared to find out which type of
immobilization is best for the surface display of this particular enzyme.

System for maintenance of human gut microbiota using an in
vitro large intestine model
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The aim of the study is to create in vitro system based on bioreactor that is able to simulate
environmental conditions of three different parts of the human large intestine. The first stage of the
study is focused on defining the critical process parameters during repeated batch cultivation in order
to maintain microbial communities similar to donor microbiota, primary from healthy obese subjects.
When those conditions are met in second stage system will be used for testing the effects of prebiotics
(Nutriose) and probiotics (Lactobacillus paraplantarum) on the composition of human gut microbiota
in obese subjects.
For the first stage of the experiment composition of ileal efflux media was defined based on data from
the literature. Selected medium simulates the undigested part of food and its nutrient characteristic
of a western diet. After the adaptation period of 4 h fresh fecal sample from the obese donor was
homogenized in dialysate and used as an inoculum. The experiment was conducted for 78 h. The
medium replacement was carried out daily for three days. Samples were taken every 8 h and stored at
-80°C. Isolated DNA form the samples will be used for determining biodiversity based on 16S rRNA
gene sequencing. Based on results of temporal microbial biodiversity normal variance of the
microbiota on the phylum level will be defined.

Dynamics of urinary microbiota following antibiotic therapy
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Urinary tract infections (UTI) are one of most common recurring bacterial infection. More
common are among female population due to anatomical reasons – shorter and wider urethra.
Dozens of bacterial species can cause UTIs but most common one is Gram negative, facultative
anaerobic, uropathogenic bacteria Escherichia coli. Other possible microorganism causing UTIs
belong to bacterial family Enterobacteriaceae, genera Streptococcus and Staphylococcus and
yeasts. Urine, as all environmental samples, poses a challenge for classical methods used in urine
screening as it can contain unculturable microorganisms. Recent advances in DNA sequencing
technologies enable us to identify unculturable microorganisms directly from environmental
samples. In this work DNA sequencing was used to determine urinary microbiota dynamics in
patient with UTI following administration of antibiotic Cefalin ®. Cefalin falls into β-lactam class of
antibiotics and contains cephalexin as active ingredient which inhibits bacterial cell wall synthesis.
Microbiota dynamics was measured by sequencing hypervariable regions V3 and V4 of 16S rRNA
gene using Illumina MiSeq platform. For the study 8 samples were sequenced – first corresponding
to urine sample before antibiotic therapy and eighth corresponding to the last day of therapy. First
sample showed lowest biodiversity dominant organism being unknown bacterial species from
family Enterobacteriaecea with abundance of more than 95%. Antibiotic therapy changes the
composition of microbiota rapidly and profoundly increasing the abundance of bacterial genera
normally present in urinary microbiota.

